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Abs_act
The conditions present in low-earth-orbit have

enabled various scientific investigations to be

conducted. A fundamental reason that space is a useful

environment for science is the presence of a decreased

effect of gravity while in orbital free-fall. Science

investigations are conducted to study phenomena

occurring as a result of reductions in buoyancy forces

and phenomena enabled as a result of the apparent lack

of gravity. The science community requires knowledge
of the environment in which their experiments are

being conducted. A general purpose measurement

system was developed in the 1980's to supply

scientific investigators with data of the residual

acceleration environment. The Space Acceleration

Measurement System, or SAMS, has flown aboard the

NASA shuttle fleet over fourteen times, successfully

acquiring acceleration measurement data in support of

microgravity science experiments.
As NASA continues its development of the

International Space Station and its associated research

payloads, it once again becomes necessary to address

the requirement to measure the residual acceleration in

support of the planned scientific investigations. As a

follow-on to the SAMS project, SAMS-II was

initiated to investigate the requirements and develop the

measurement system to support the microgravity

science payloads aboard the International Space

Station.

The characteristics of the payload complement to be

supported by SAMS-II and the different capabilities

provided by the station requires a fresh look at the

design implementation of a general purpose

measurement system. Not only is there a requirement

for measurements in support of numerous, potentially

simultaneous experiments, but this support is required

to be provided for at least ten years of on-orbit

operation as compared to a ten to fourteen day mission
on shuttle. These differences in fundamental

requirements result in the design configuration of the

space station-based SAMS-II being significantly

different than that of the shuttle-based SAMS.

This paper describes these differences in requirements

and the planned features to be provided to the science

user community. Some of the unique challenges faced

in developing a general purpose measurement system
are also discussed.
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Introduction

On-0rbit Microgavity Science

Even in the days of the early manned space flight

program, scientific experimentation was conducted to

take advantage of the unique qualities of orbital

conditions.1 A fundamental condition occurring as a

spacecraft orbits the earth is that it maintains an
apparent condition of weightlessness. The spacecraft

fails towards the earth at generally the same rate that it

is being forced outward from the earth due to its
forward motion. An equilibrium condition exists,

which has become known as being in microgravity.

A simplified viewpoint to understand this concept is to
visualize a cannon firing a ball atop a tall mountain.

(figure 1)



figure 1

Isaac Newton's Cannonball "Thought Experiment"

Once fired, the cannonball falls to earth. As the

cannonball is shot at successively faster velocities, it

travels farther before landing. Eventually, when shot

at the proper velocity, the ball achieves a state of
continuous free-fall around the earth. This results in a

steady-state condition of free-faU known as an orbit.

So, the term microgravity does not represent a fixed

magnitude, but rather this condition of equilibrium. 2

Measurements of the Environment

As initial scientific experiments were being

conducted in microgravity and their results analyzed,

the accuracy and reproducibility of research results were

called into question. One of the key parameters

affecting the outcome, in fact the reason for conducting

the science in orbit, was not being measured. That

parameter was the accelerations present during the

experimentation. Residual accelerations were present

and were known to be time varying due to changing
conditions such as orbital altitude and vehicle attitude

affecting vehicle drag, spacecraft equipment operations,

and crewmember activity. In some cases, an

experiment apparatus would generate excitations from
within which were detrimental to its purpose.

Ironically, the assumption of having a quiescent

acceleration condition might be violated as a condition

of operating the experiment.

At first, numerous independent measurement devices

were developed to support individual experiments. As

the microgravity science research program matured, a

realization was reached that a general purpose

measurement system could better satisfy the needs of

the science community and reduce duplication of efforts
and resources.

Previous Systems

To satisfy the desire for a general purpose

measurement system, a series of instruments known as

SAMS, the Space Acceleration Measurement System,

were developed at the NASA Lewis Research Center in

the late 1980s. 3 These instruments have now flown

over fourteen times, successfully supporting

microgravity science experiments conducted aboard the

NASA Space Transportation System (shuttle) from

1991 through 1996. One SAMS instrument has been

modified and is aboard the Russian space station Mir,

acquiring acceleration data in support of cooperative

microgravity research activities on that vehicle. 4 The

SAMS instruments acquire acceleration data over the

frequency range of 0-100 Hz, although the system has

difficulty discerning acceleration magnitudes in the

quasi-steady frequency regime, which are of the period

of one to fractions of one orbit (0.0002- 0.01 Hz).

Another instrument, originally developed to conduct

shuttle aerodynamic drag research in low earth orbit, is

being successfully used to complement SAMS in this

low-frequency regime. The Orbital Aerodynamic

Research Experiment (OARE) instrument has flown

eight times, specifically supporting five microgravity

missions. 5,6 Other systems also have been developed

fulfilling unique acceleration measurement needs that a

general purpose SAMS instrument could not fulfill.

Requirements Development Process

The call for a general purpose acceleration

measurement system has again been made as NASA

and the science community enter a new era in space-

based research using the International Space Station

(ISS). In a document discussing the future of

microgravity research, the National Research Council

has stated the following challenge:

"The g-level must be measured accurately,

locally, frequently, and synchronously with

every experiment."7
A number of fundamental operational differences are

anticipated to occur while conducting experiments in a

long-duration orbiting facility such as ISS as opposed

to those in a relatively short flight-duration platform

such as the shuttle. Technology improvements made

since SAMS was developed also are resulting in a

desire to provide a second generation system for the

ISS. The SAMS-II project sets out to improve upon

those areas that SAMS and OARE were found through

experience to be lacking while, at the same time,

leverage the positive feedback from SAMS, OARE,
and other successful shuttle-based instruments. A

more capable system may be provided to the users as a

result of continued advances in technology as well.

SAMS-II is required to adapt to and work within a

significantly different vehicle than the shuttle, and do
so for a considerably longer operational timeframe.

Experiences gained from the operation of the SAMS
unit aboard Mir continues to provide some insight to



potentialSAMS-II operational approaches on the

International Space Station.

The basic requirements set forth for the development
of the SAMS-II instrument are formulated from a

compilation of user requirements in the science

discipline being supported. Microgravity science

disciplines of biotechnology, combustion, fluids, low

temperature physics, and materials science have

specified their peculiar acceleration measurement and

data analysis requirements. These discipline-specific

requirements are combined into a parent set of system

requirements known as the Experiment Support

Requirements Document (ESRD). The ESRD states

its global requirements for SAMS-II as:

• acquire acceleration data
- measure accelerations with an accuracy and

resolution better than the acceleration

environment envelope of the ISS program

- acquire the acceleration data with correlated
time information

- measure acceleration with selectable frequency

range
- measure acceleration in, on and/or near the

experiment sample/chamber/apparatus
• allocate control to the users

- principal investigator control of parameters

- on-orbit crew control of parameters

• provide data to users

- supply information in a selectable format

- supply information within a selectable amount
of time

The ESRD provides specific guidance to SAMS-II

regarding characteristic measurement parameters such

as experiment duration, magnitude, and frequency range
of interest.

Of course, other factors influence the design and

development plans for the SAMS-II including vehicle

interface requirements, differing vehicle capabilities

than offered by the shuttle, unknowns on the likely
environment measurement conditions, likelihood of

higher amplitude wideband vibratory energy sources

being present, more payloads to be supported, a more

"laboratory-type" setting, and potentially more crew

time available for research. Of special significance is

the likely increase in maturity of the ISS science

investigator. The maturing science community is

progressing from having the requirement of just being

in low gravity to being in a specific environment, to

sill requiring measurement and verification that the

proper test conditions were obtained, to an eventual

case in which a user will require environments which

are not yet attainable.

Also, the Principal Investigator Microgravity

Services (PIMS) project fulfills the responsibility

assisting potential microgravity scientists in pre-

mission planning by characterizing the general

acceleration environment. The PIMS organization

responds to requests to describe the environment of a

vehicle to support initial scientific feasibility studies

and concepts, and aids in the planning for future

research on a particular on-orbit platform. The PIMS

project is also responsible for maintaining the ESRD

based on user requirement inputs.

The SAMS-II Design Evolution

The process taken to arrive at a successful design

solution meeting the requirements for SAMS-II is

typical of many aerospace requirements flowdown

methods. Basic requirements are used to create a series

of conceptual approaches. These approaches are

balanced against the requirements in various tradeoff

studies, while potential technical questions are

answered in key technology areas. A downselection

process is conducted at which time the initiation of

detailed engineering is begun, eventually leading to

development of hardware to be launched to ISS for
utilization on-orbit.

Three possible on-orbit system configurations were
considered during the conceptual development of
SAMS-II.

• fully distributed
• centralized

• hybrid distributed

Each configuration has its own merits and drawbacks.

Fully Distributed

The concept of a fully distributed system provides

maximum coverage potential for desired measurement

locations. However, it puts the burden of

implementation upon each science payload developer.

Some potential advantages include the minimization of

power consumption and a decrease in the likely on-

orbit hardware dedicated to measurement purposes.

Unfortunately, with these advantages come significant

losses in the service capabilities for consistent data

analysis to be provided for all payloads. The PIMS

project has a significantly more difficult time gathering
consistent data in support of its task of environmental

characterization with this approach. Each payload is

required to provide its own custom hardware and
software interfaces to control and acquire data. The

commonality of data analysis tasks also is lost.
Taking this approach relies on each facility to

provide commanding, control, data storage, and data

routing for this specialized service. Providing such

services may result in substantially higher data rate

requirements for an individual payload compared to its

other experiment parameters.



Centralized

A centralized approach was also considered. This

approach is much like the SAMS instrument currently

provides. Limitations in the ability to reconfigure the

system for different measurement needs and the desire

by the ISS to not route cables between multiple racks

are the primary reasons that this option is not viable.

Hybrid Distributed

The hybrid combination provides for a centralized

control unit which has some "smart" processing

capability that can be provided to a payload or

investigator on-demand, and commonly developed
distributed measurement instruments which are

provided to and integrated by each payload developer.

Design Solution
As a result of inputs from experienced researchers

who rely on shuttle-based SAMS and OARE data, and

based on tradeoffs of design options for each

configuration, the hybrid distributed design scenario
was chosen as the basis for the SAMS-II instrument.

Key design parameters satisfied from the hybrid

configuration center around the versatility to support
the needs of users and include:

• multiple payloads are supported over a variable

timeline (some on, some off)

• a reconfigurable system responds to changing

research desires (maturing user requirements over

the ten year operational lifetime of ISS)

• a level of redundancy exists within the system

to minimize data disruption or total loss of data

• a data acquisition capability with controllable

setup and analysis parameters is responsive to

both changing and unknown researcher needs.

During the ISS era of research, facility class

payloads which SAMS-II will support plan to service

as many as ten investigators per year. Generally, each

investigator will have his/her own preferences on the

measurement system configuration. Such user-based
desires lead SAMS-II toward an adaptable configuration

such as is available with the hybrid design solution.

Functions being provided by SAMS-II include the

ability for a principal investigator to control the

acquisition of acceleration data for his experiment and

to analyze the data in near-real-time on-board the ISS.

Options being implemented include adjustable

frequency ranges and selectable data analysis parameters

ranging from peak and rms value calculations to

acceleration versus frequency versus time spectrograms.

Data Acquisition

A variable acquisition rate (or usable frequency

range) will provide researchers control of acquisition

conditions to allow adaptation to changing
measurement needs.

A wide dynamic range analog-to-digital converter is

provided. Doing so eliminates the need for manual or

automatic gain switches, and eliminates the data loss

associated with the switching periods.

The analog acceleration measurements is digitized

within the measurement head. Digitizing the data as
close to the measurement transducer as possible

provides the highest likelihood of good data quality by
minimizing noise source encroachment on the signal.

Data Analysis

On-board data analysis allows investigators to make

smart operational decisions and provides a mechanism

for information feedback to payloads conducting their

science. For example, an investigator may require

knowledge of the recent microgravity history prior to

initiation of a critical portion of an experiment or may

only need to monitor that the magnitude of the

acceleration environment remains below an acceptable

threshold level during the experiment operation. Other

users might require receipt of a deviation report or

possibly initiate data storage if the threshold is
exceeded.

For the user who requires a more detailed view of the

data, processing routines are provided. Standard data

analysis tools are currently in use for the analysis of

SAMS and OARE data. 8 These basic tools are

incorporated within the on-orbit SAMS-II instrument

as optional functions, allowing researchers the ability

to conduct high-level data processing on-orbit. The

advantage of optional on-orbit data analysis is that

informational feedback to their payload is feasible and
the need for downlink bandwidth decreases as a result of

creating a reduced size information data set.

Crew Interaction

A crew display is provided allowing the crew to
interact with the SAMS-II as a user and to understand

the ramifications of their nominal activities in

producing disturbances to the microgravity
environment. The crew also will benefit from the on-

board data processing capability defined above.

Maintainability

An additional design driver for the SAMS-II

instrument is that it be maintainable. As a general

purpose system planned for ten years of on-orbit use,

the instrument is expected to be capable of periodic

technology enhancements, and will likely require

occasional servicing. A design solution addressing the

capability for modular, incremental improvements is

an ongoing project goal.



_Operational Considerations

All these performance capabilities must be balanced

against a desire to provide a relatively straightforward

operational system. The SAMS-II design efforts

continue to focus on the user. The plan is to provide

users with direct control over a dedicated portion of the

SAMS-II operational capability. Investigators using

the SAMS-II capabilities are primarily interested in the
results of their science, such as their fluids or

combustion experiment data. They are not expected to

be experts in the field of acceleration measurement and

data processing. To accommodate the average

investigator, default acquisition and data analysis

parameters are provided to allow meaningful data to be

acquired easily, while also permitting a variable
command structure user interface to be formulated.

Such an interface provides an investigator with options

in acquiring and analyzing the acceleration information

in the most meaningful way in reference to the science

experiment being conducted.

Specific features provided to the science user

community to enhance their operational capabilities
include:

• commanding of acquisition parameters

• data analysis (interactive selections)
• on-board display (crew as researcher)
• selection of downlink and/or on-board data

storage for subsequent retrieval of data following

resupply mission.

Other Design Considerations

Some additional challenges the SAMS-II project

faces in development of a general purpose measurement

system for the ISS include:

• development of a system prior to the

assignment of specific investigators

• soft system (ISS) interfaces during parallel

development of the vehicle and SAMS-II
• an unknown measurement environment.

As a result of these challenges, numerous other

considerations are being taken into account during the

preliminary design of the SAMS-II instrument. Since

the SAMS-II and ISS are in development concurrently,

SAMS-II continues to adapt to the ISS vehicle

capability and occasionally compromises away from

the preferred approach in order to reach a viable overall

solution. To minimize difficulty in these transitions, a

philosophy has been adopted which fosters design

flexibility to enable this responsiveness to change.

Use of Commercial-Off-the-Shelf (COTS)

technology allows a standard building block approach

to be taken. The primary advantage to the use of

COTS hardware is that although the best

configurations available now are used, they will be

obsolete within a year after placement in service and

subsequent upgrades are possible later if changing

requirements warrant additional capability. This

approach results in an upgrade path in future, and

provides for known benchmark performance of
components. An additional advantage to the use of

COTS is that numerous development platforms and

tools are available, easing the cost of custom

hardware/software development.

SAMS-II Design Configuration

The on-orbit hardware for the SAMS-II hybrid

modular design consists of a Control Unit (CU),

multiple Remote Triaxial Sensors (RTS), and network

connections between the CU and RTS hardware using

ISS resources. A block diagram overview of the key

elements of the on-orbit system is shown in figure 2.

The CU houses the common data acquisition and

analysis functions of SAMS-II such as data processing

and mass storage systems. The primary subsystems

include the electronics card cage which houses a central

processor unit as well as communications, graphics

display, and health monitoring circuitry. A mass

storage subsystem is provided consisting of a hard

drive and a removable media optical drive. Support

subsystems for the CU include the power and thermal

control subsystems and the structural enclosure

subsystem.

SAMS-H Control Unit

I_ " SAMS.IIRT_D.-
ISiS Network

I
SAMS-II RTSI

I 000

[___ up to ten
RTS units ]-1

figure 2

On-orbit SAMS-II Block Diagram Configuration

A quasi-steady acceleration sensor subsystem whose

data is accessible by all users also resides within the

CU. To perform the quasi-steady measurement, an

electrostatically suspended mass is floated within a

constrainment loop. Occasional bias calibrations are

conducted by inverting the transducer axes, one at a

time. This operation is similar to that provided by the



tARE system.5 TheControl Unit functions as the

intermediary for the RTS measurement systems and the

on-orbit payloads and their science users.

Multiple RTS systems are distributed throughout the

vehicle as near to the location of research as possible

within the constraints of RTS size and experiment

operational parameters. The locations of the sensor

units are chosen to provide a true measurement of the

environment present at the location of the science

investigation. The RTS system is comprised of two

primary elements- the Electronics Enclosure (-EE) and

the Sensor Enclosure (-SE). Each RTS-EE provides

the network interface to the CU and the power and data

commanding interface to two RTS-SE units. Each

RTS-SE contains a set of three orthogonal servo

accelerometers, signal conditioning circuitry and

digitizing electronics.
Communication between each RTS and the CU is

provided by the Command and Data Handling (C&DH)
network aboard the ISS. Based on data rate estimates,

the Medium Rate Link (MRL) is utilized. This MRL

operates via an Ethernet protocol.

Once the multiple RTS data streams are received and

optionally analyzed by the CU, a bundled data stream

may be retransmitted to the ground via the ISS
downlink. This data stream then is routed to the

Telescience Support Center (TSC) at the Lewis
Research Center where the SAMS-II Ground

Operations Equipment (GOE) catalogs the operational

information, and provides the desired data to the

specific research investigator either locally at the TSC

or at a remote site. (figure 3)

SAMS-H Control Unit

_/_ SAMS-II RTS

ISS"t'-MRLNetwork_

I Vownlink

_m Internet _,._

SAMS-H Ground Operations Investigator's
Equipment (at TSC) Research Site

figure 3

Data Transmission Flow Diagram

The investigator may choose to store or interpret

this data as part of their science investigation. It is also

possible for the user to adjust acquisition parameters

and have the new configuration routed to the uplink, to

the CU and subsequently to the RTS allocated to the

payload, where the adjustment in acquisition parameter

takes place. Analysis parameters are similarly

adjustable within the CU by the user.

Conclusion

The SAMS-II instrument is being developed with

four key parameters in mind. They all focus on the

common theme of maintaining the operational user as
their customer.

• use of lessons learned and researcher feedback to

drive the design capabilities

• a knowledge that the system will be required to

respond to requirements changes throughout the
lifetime of the research conducted on ISS

• use of commonly available technology and a

modular design to enable future enhancements

• an improvement on the combination of the

capabilities of SAMS and tARE in support of

multiple researchers and areas of research having

widely varying acceleration measurement

requirements

Thus, the SAMS-II instrument provides a versatile

acceleration measurement system for use aboard the

International Space Station by the microgravity science

community.
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